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Your organization has made the decision to hire an association management
company (AMC). From staffing to infrastructure and tech support, AMCs provide
major benefits to associations looking to increase membership value, grow their
communities, increase revenue, reduce costs and ensure a successful future.
With the wide range of services provided by varying AMCs, we’ll break down some
important components to consider prior to selecting your new AMC.
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1. Does the potential AMC have the financial and legal
experience to keep your association safe?
The AMC you choose should provide expertise that makes the transition a smooth change. An experienced
AMC will request a legal review to ensure you are in excellent standing with your organization’s residing state
and federal government. During the transition process, be sure to inquire with the prospective AMC about
the proper documentation that needs to be followed for both national and state laws so that you remain in
compliance.
It’s crucial for you to check your association’s articles of incorporation. Depending on the state where your
association is located versus where the AMC is located, the requirements for compliance can change. For
example, if the association was originated in the state of Texas, but now works with an AMC based in Georgia,
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it is required to maintain registration in Texas and to also domicile the organization in Georgia. (But that’s not
always the case! That’s why it’s important that your AMC is aware of all the nuances of the law.) Partnering
with an AMC that does not have this level of experience could place your organization’s name or tax-exempt
status at risk.

2. Does your organization have operating documents and
standard operating procedures?
Why are these documents important when picking an AMC? They provide consistency as you prepare for the
transition to an AMC. If the volunteer base or membership changes year to year, these documents provide
a foundation for your AMC so that your organizational history is not lost when transitioning. If you don’t
have these operating procedures in place, ask if the AMC is experienced in creating them. The transition
is an excellent time to implement best practices. Your AMC partner should be able to show you samples of
operating documentation they have created for other association partners they have worked with.

3. Does the AMC have experience managing meetings and
conferences?
The benefits of a successful conference, symposium, chapter meeting or event experience are priceless
assets to advance your membership experience and larger association goals. The face-to-face interactions
between your members, volunteers, sponsors, partners and other stakeholders inspires them, advances
knowledge, generates economic activity and creates trust and loyalty in your association.
In general, meeting and convention revenue represents a third or more of the average association’s operating
budget. It is critical to have an experienced AMC partner that can expertly manage meetings of the size and
complexity typical for your association. You might also ask the AMC if they have a track record of increasing
conference attendance while simultaneously decreasing costs.
Ask your AMC to provide examples of their past event work, including case studies, photography/video and
client references. This can help you determine whether their conference solutions are the right fit and will
put their creativity in the spotlight.

4. Does the AMC have experience in sponsor sales?
A full and active exhibit hall at your annual meetings or events is key, but the most successful sponsorship
models transcend the tradeshow. An experienced AMC can guide and launch year-round, valuebased partnerships through sales strategies that target potential sponsors, exhibitors and advertisers
by communicating the value of their participation within your association initiatives. These types of
relationships provide your sponsors presence on your website, social media, email newsletters, educational
webinars as well as in traditional advertising channels and at your major events, raising a major revenue
stream for your association.

5. Does your new AMC have a forward-looking grasp
of technology?
Flexible, integrated technology helps your organization meet its membership, customer experience and
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communication goals. The old standard for associations was to use an association management system
(AMS) for all member transactions during recruiting, registering and the life of the relationship. Today,
associations are faced with a dizzying array of specialized tools that may represent great solutions to
advance the organization’s mission, if the AMC has the technology talent to harness them.
Does your potential AMC partner understand the difference between and have experience with AMS, LMS,
CRM, social media, registration, mobile apps, email platforms, marketing automation and cloud-based
solutions? An association with robust educational offerings or certifications may benefit from a Learning
Management System (LMS.) Associations that employ sophisticated marketing techniques to recruit and
retain members or to increase meeting registration may benefit from a Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) add-on platform. How about board communications and access to critical documents for volunteers?
Has your potential AMC partner ever deployed a cloud-based, gated access system for board members and
leadership?
Can your AMC partner connect these systems seamlessly with a single sign-on for members and
volunteers? There is a simple, overarching goal for all associations: be easy to do business with.
Technology is the path to simplicity.

6. Can your AMC provide proper guidance on D&O, E&O or
general liability insurance?
If you are a non-certifying 501c6 tax-exempt organization, are you aware of which policies you should carry
to protect your organization?
Directors and officers insurance (D&O) is the liability insurance that specifically backs the indemnification
clause within the bylaws and protects your board members from possible claims. Errors and omissions
insurance (E&O insurance) is generally not needed for non-certifying associations. But for those associations
that provide guidance or counsel to their members this type of insurance protects them against possible
negligence lawsuits. General liability insurance protects the assets of the organization and is recommended
for all associations. Mistakes can happen and having general liability insurance should be a failsafe when a
situation arises that isn’t exactly ideal. In the case of one association, the association published an article
which addressed a known problem within a certain product in its industry. The association felt it was
responsible, as an industry resource, to let others know about this problem. Unfortunately, one manufacturer
took this as an attack on their business and launched a lawsuit. The association’s general liability insurance
kicked in and provided the funds necessary to successfully defend the association against the suit.
There are many more considerations in selecting an AMC, but these will help you quickly identify
experienced contenders who have the staff experience, resources and approach to make the best of a
management transition.
Not sure if you’re ready to transition? We know the tremendous value and trust that you are placing
on an association management partner. Meeting Expectations is here to help you. Contact us at
info@meetingexpectations.com for a consultation today.
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